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The Wachusett Views
News from the Worcester Appalachian Mountain Club

I am not an expert in
these activities but I know
I will learn a lot from our
Chapter leaders and
members who are very
experienced in them and who
want to share their knowledge
with us. For more information on
trail work opportunities this
spring see the article on page 5.
Chapter Chair Pat Lambert operates the grip hoist
at Wachusett Mountain
PHOTO CREDIT CLAUDE GUERLAIN

Under the Red Felt Crusher
Chapter Chair Message
Spring – Renewal, new growth, longer daylight hours, warmer
days, spring fever, spring cleaning, hope springs eternal. All
good stuff! As we bid adieu to the winter activities of winter
hiking, ice climbing and all forms of skiing (except water skiing,
of course!), we embrace paddling, sailing, cycling, rock
climbing and 3-season hiking/backpacking. What will you do?
How about trying something new or learning a new skill? Trail
work, leading others in the outdoors, map & compass, and the
list goes on. I’ve been an avid day hiker for years and have
stayed in the White Mountain huts but I have not actually tried
backpacking. So, I’ve signed up for the Introduction to
Backpacking/Cycle Touring Workshop on April 6-7. I tried
my hand at trail work last November and I’m planning to
return to Wachusett Mountain on April 27 to learn even more
about the nuances of building and maintaining trails and again
do some actual trail work.

Do you want to make the
transition from following to
leading others in the great
outdoors? Then join us on April
13-14 at Prindle Pond in Charlton
for leader training. Our crack
leadership training team, led by
Chris Fogarty and Deb Herlihy,
is joining forces with both the
Berkshire and the MohawkHudson Chapters to deliver an
outstanding leadership training
experience and share great food!
Don’t forget our annual Spring
Picnic on May 18 at Hopkinton
State Park. Contact our Vice
Chair, Charlie Arsenault,
cea100@verizon.net, if you can
help with this event. From
shopping to leading activities,
many hands make light, and fun,
work!
Happy trails and waters,
Pat Lambert

Ice Climbing Trip
By Dave Brainard
When Steve Gabis emailed me to suggest we hold an ice
climbing class, I was excited. Winter is my favorite season and I
love ice climbing. So, we emailed a few times and then posted
the class for Feb. 9th. By mid December, emails came in asking
about the class, and by the end of January it was full with a
waiting list!
Unfortunately, the Friday before the class we had the ‘Blizard of
2013’ and with climbers coming from Boston, Connecticut as
well as Worcester, we knew that not everyone could make the
trip. We decided to switch the class from Saturday to Sunday,
and it turned out to be a good day to get after the ice!
The hike in got our hearts pumping (1-2 feet of snow on the
ground), our brains working (the streams were frozen, mostly),
and we saw that enough ice was formed. Some ice was old, and
some was new...mostly “glass” and “cauliflower” ice structures.
We dropped ropes and discussed ways to place tools, iceclimbing techniques such as front-pointing with crampons, and
specifics on staying safe on the ice.
We all climbed 3 or 4 routes. The first climb was an easier,
stepped column (Propane Dreams), and the next climb, for
many, was a lower angled corner alongside some steeper,
thinner ice flowing over a concrete retaining wall (Chris
and Jim’s Excellent Adventure). Later in the day, I went
up and redirected the rope so we could play on a thinner,
just less than vertical flow on the concrete wall (Captain
Morgan on a Snowboard). Some other groups were there,
and we shared ropes and cheers. Not a bad day,
considering there was a blizzard only two days before!

Editor’s note: A version of this story appeared in the
Telegram & Gazette.
By Dave Greenslit
Two years ago, when I tried to register for a winter
hike in the White Mountains, trip leader Pat
Lambert turned me down.
Not enough experience, she said.
I was disappointed and, frankly, a bit offended. I had
hiked hundreds of miles of the Appalachian Trail,
albeit in spring and fall. I was a veteran of dozens of
marathons, and still ran. And as for winter hiking,
well, I had made innumerable treks through the
snow to the woodpile in my yard over the years.
Shouldn’t that count for something?
But I sucked up the rejection, took the chapter’s
winter hiking workshops to learn about clothing,
gear and nutrition, and participated in its winter
hiking series, going on progressively more difficult
trips to get used to the equipment and exposed to the
cold, windy, snowy and icy conditions that
mountains can throw at you.
Early this March, I stood in the wind and fog atop
4,312-foot Mt. Pierce after slogging up from
Crawford Notch for hours on snowshoes with seven
other hikers, including Lambert, the chapter chair
and one of the trip leaders.

Above: Dave Greenslit, In front of AMC’s
Shapleigh Bunkhouse in Crawford Notch
Below: The group prepares to leave for Mt Pierce

I had climbed my first 4,000-foot mountain in the
winter, as did Dana Perry, Doug McMaster and
Denise Guillemette. (For Doug, it was his first
4,000-footer, period.) The next day, I did another,
this time the much steeper Cannon Mountain out of
Franconia Notch.
Looking back over the workshops, the practice hikes
and the “graduation weekend” with the 4,000footers, I appreciate the training and the leadership
provided by the club. Now I know what I didn’t
know.
Like how to use crampons.
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Before a training hike on Mt. Monadnock,
leaders told us to fit them to our boots and
practice putting them on at home. I did practice
putting them on – incorrectly, as it turned out.
And after I had them strapped on the right way
on the mountain, I caught the front points on
my pant leg, sending me sprawling to the
ground and shredding my pants from the ankle
to the knee. But I didn’t shred myself, and at
least I stuck the landing, I sheepishly joked as
people asked me if I was OK.
After that, I started wearing full-length gaiters,
making it harder to snag, injure or embarrass
myself.
Sixteen of us gathered at AMC’s Shapleigh
Bunkhouse in Crawford Notch for graduation
weekend, which included a choice of hiking the
4,000-footers or taking lower elevation trips to
the magically frozen Arethusa Falls and Mt.
Willard. While we hiked the first day,
homemade chili, soup and mac ’n cheese
warmed in Crock Pots back at the bunkhouse.
Snow hung heavy on the evergreens in the
woods. Many of the smaller trees were
completely covered, prompting Denise to note
they looked like trolls. One pointed out by
Charlie Arsenault looked a lot like a polar bear.
The hike up Mt. Pierce threw a bit of everything
at us. The first section, on the Crawford Path,
was well-traveled and packed down, requiring
only microspikes, which even I can wear
without drawing blood.
But when we hit the Mizpah Cutoff, our route
had a foot or more of new fallen snow, and we
had to break trail. Plowing through deep,
sometimes drifted snow while going up a
mountain is hard work, so we took turns in the
lead, with each person taking 50 steps before
letting the next person in line take over.
Twice we lost the trail.
The first time, we doubled back until Dana
Kelley found blazes that indicated a turn.
Because the snowpack was so deep, the blazes,
painted at eye level on trees, were just shinhigh. We had stomped right past them.

Mt Pierce (SUBMITTED BY DANA KELLEY)
And at the summit, we hit almost blinding snow and
fog, and couldn’t find tracks leading down that other
hikers had left just minutes before. As Charlie
searched for the trail, another group found it, yelled
to us and we got back on track. Whew.
The trip up Cannon proved an adventure, as well. In
several places on the ascent, we had to drop to all
fours and crawl – with packs and snowshoes on, no
less – under small trees that had fallen down. We
negotiated the ladder on the Hi-Cannon Trail
wearing snowshoes, which was a trip in itself. And
on the descent on the Kinsman Ridge Trail, it was so
steep in places that we were almost skiing on
snowshoes, unable to get purchase on the loose
powder. At times, there was nothing to do but sit and
butt slide down. It was like being a kid again.
We got a brief respite from the elements on Cannon
when we had lunch at the warming hut and snack
bar near the summit. Denise, Charlie, Jim Walsh,
Alissa Bumstead and I kicked backed for a bit,
comfortable but looking out of place among all the
downhill skiers.
Debi Garlick, who did a great job organizing the
winter hiking series, presented the graduates with
patches for our packs. And when we went to bed the
first night of our stay in the bunkhouse, we found
Ghiradelli chocolates that she had placed on our
pillows.
Sweet.
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Are You Ready to
ROCK
with the Worcester
Chapter?
By Steve Crowe

Worcester Chapter Trails
	
  

Opportunities exist throughout New England to maintain trails and volunteer at
events. There are upcoming workdays on the Pine Hill Trail and Henderson Brook
Trail in the Maine. The Mid-State Trail Committee is also looking for volunteers to
maintain the Mid-State Trail. Training will be provided. Even if you’re not able to
do the physical work, there’s still plenty of ways you can help out!

National Trails Day®
Saturday June 1, 2013
Since 1993, National Trails Day® has inspired
participation in activities that promote healthy living
and mental well-being, protect green space, educate
youth and adults on the importance of trails, and instill
excitement for the outdoors. Across the nation, events
will be taking place, including trail maintenance,
hiking, biking, horseback riding, paddling, and bird
watching. Join the Worcester Chapter on National
Trails Day. There will be a lot of events going on that
day at Wachusett Mountain, on the Mid-State Trail,
Bay Circuit Trail and more. Check the AMC Worcester
website for ongoing updates.

Dates for 2013 include:
April
27 & 28
June
1&2
November
9 & 10

Saturday and Sunday, REI/AMC Training
National Trails Day
Saturday and Sunday
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Pemi Take 3.
It Just Keeps Getting Better.
How to trip plan in winter.
By Julie T Higgins

Pete Lane and I just finished our third annual
Pemi Traverse trip and it was the best trip
ever. Not only did the trip fill 11 for the Hut
and 10 for the crossing of the Pemigewasset but
we also had beautiful weather, 40 degrees and
sunny. For me what made it perfect was that I
had energy to spare at the end; I was ready to
plan the 4th annual trip and I felt I was actually
actively leading, instead of just being a
participant.
I give credit for my fitness to having taken a
month off this year to expand my hike leading
skills especially in winter conditions. I took a
course with the National Outdoor Leadership
School, NOLS, in Conway Washington. During
the course we learned how to camp in winter,
travel glaciers, and most importantly nutrition.
During a NOLS expedition one uses a bulk
ration system where we take large amount of
food for the trip and then meal plan as we
go. During a winter expedition one needs to
plan on eating between 2 and 2.5 pounds of
food. Of this food 60%should be carbs, 25%
fats and 15% proteins. NOLS rations typically
have 30% proteins.
For shorter trips meal planning is easier and
thus that is what we did on the trip. Being my
first time meal planning for a large group and
having to do the shopping and not just ordering
through AMC’s storehouse, who checks our
food lists, I was a bit nervous. I did not want
anyone to go hungry but yet I wanted to make
sure everyone had enough food without carrying

the extra weight. I added hot cocoa, orange juice and
cheese to our typical meals of potatoes, salad, chicken
and breakfast pancakes. Cheese is your friend on the
trail.
On Saturday we met and divided up the food making
sure everyone was carrying what was proportional to
his or her size. Another tidbit we learned at NOLS is
one does not carry the same weight as their friend but
instead the same percentage as their friend. For
example if I weigh 140 lbs, my back should weigh 42
lbs. If my friend weighs 200, he will carry 60 lbs. 60
pounds for my friend will feel the same and is putting
the same amount of stress on his body as is my 42,
30% of our body weight. Packs should ideally stay
below 30% of our body weight.
We skied the 7 miles to the hut on the Spruce Goose
Trail and Zealand Trail. Bob and Bruce shared trail
munchies and everyone arrived at the hut in good
spirits. John and Terry broke out the cheese and
crackers while Rebecca, Beth, Bob and I cooked
dinner.
Sunday up to an early breakfast with Deb making
coffee, John the expert pancake flipper and Pete and
Laura supervising hut chores. 9 am on the trail;
Pete’s now expert wilderness eyes fine tuned to the
task. Snow was slushy then now again sticky but we
bettered our 2012 time by 40 minutes. Wonderful
adventure photos taken and shared by Bruce and
Rebecca .
The Pemi Traverse is a ski classic all should do at
least once. Proper nutrition and meal planning are
key for a successful trip. Join us in 2014.
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A BOTTLE OF WINE AND A VERY
GOOD TIME
---- Andy Wojcikowski

So you say you’re looking for an
alternative area to explore? Getting
tired of New England sacred places?
OK, here’s a suggestion – the Finger
Lakes region of New York State. Of
course, most New Englanders think of
New York State as : New York City,
New York City, upstate mill towns and
New York City. Never mind that New
York State also boasts the largest state
park in the US, the Adirondack State
Park, roughly the size of the entire state
of New Hampshire, or Lake Ontario,
the third deepest Great Lake. For just
chilling out, however, and I mean
really getting mellow, the Finger Lakes
of New York simply can’t be beat.
Although I was brought up in upstate
New York, I had not really explored
the rolling hills, fjord-like crystalline
blue waters and curious culture of the
Finger Lakes until just after 9/11 when
I needed to simply decompress. Rather
than journey to Europe, I decided to
stay closer to home. A trip to westcentral New York seemed like an
excellent way to re-establish a
connection to my spiritual self. Yes,
there is an air of the sacred about the
region.
Sacred? How can this be? The Finger
Lakes, viewed from the air, appear as if
a giant had decided to claw the ground
with diamond-hard nails leaving long,
narrow and deep incisions embedded in
the earth. Indeed, that’s what happened
and not very long ago either!

Some 12,000 to 14,000 years ago, a
blink of an eye in geologic time, the
massive glaciers that covered North
America began to recede. Their icy
tongues deepened the troughs first
formed by small streams that flowed
north to south in those days. As the
glaciers speeded up their retreat, they
left a glacial moraine, a dump, basically,
at the southern ends of these streams.
The results are the Finger Lakes,
resembling a human hand with
elongated, narrow and bony digits, in
fact with a few extra digits. Sacred yes,
but born in a turbulent era.
A stirring sense of awe gripped me as I
viewed the first large lake, Cayuga Lake.
Along with it’s twin, Seneca Lake, these
proud bodies of water reminded me very
much of the Rhine River in Germany.
Not only was the pastoral setting very
similar, but the steep hills, falling away
to the lake’s shoreline, were covered
with grapes, just like the Rhine valley.
And of course where there are grapes,
there must be wine. Over 70 separate
wineries make this region one of the two
or three most productive wine
producing areas in America. The small,
privately held wineries are the best, a
throwback to mom-and-pop shops,
before the era of corporate agribusiness.
My first official act on vacation, in the
truest Worcester Appie tradition, was to
sample one, two, three wineries before
embarking on any recreational activity.
The aura of sacredness was, shall we
say, enhanced? Even a moderate rain
could not dampen a pure sense of
relaxation as I gazed into the crystal
clear waters of these ancient vestiges
from the ice age.
Continued===>>>

From an outdoors perspective, the
Finger Lakes offer a variety of
recreational experiences. The
Montezuma Wildlife Refuge, just north
of the lakes, was a first stop for hiking
and birding. I counted over 30 separate
species of water and land bird sightings,
and the hiking was gentle, meant for
mellowing out. If you want more
gnarly hiking, try the 560 mile Finger
Lakes Trail, an enormous path which
goes between several of the high, rolling
hills and surprisingly forested land
between the lakes. Or perhaps you can
hike over several of the waterfalls in the
area such as Buttermilk or
Taughannock. One especially fine hike
is through Watkins Glen, a complex
gorge carved out of the shale and
sandstones of the region. I braved a hike
through the Glen during a rainstorm, an
interesting way to gauge one’s fear of
slipping several hundred feet.
Letchworth State Park, just west of the
region, with it’s “Grand Canyon of the
East” and old aqueducts, is another nice
hiking area. Finally, the biking in this
region is outstanding, albeit quite hilly
in many sections if you are cycling east
to west. Just west of Seneca Lake, is the
rustic farm country of the Amish and
Mennonites and the home of smaller
lakes such as Keuka. Biking through this
section is similar to Lancaster County in
Pennsylvania – virtually no vehicles
save the occasional buggy.
Culturally, the Finger Lakes region is
first rate, masking it’s rustic setting.
Virtually every weekend there are wine
festivals with the requisite music, food
and merriment. Also, there are several

artisans living in the area, showing their
works in the most unlikely of places. I
stopped in a small coffee shop in a sleepy
little town south of Hammondsport where
the yawning dogs outnumbered residents.
In this shop, there is a miniature museum
of local paintings. In addition, the region
has an excellent Performing Arts Center,
multiple craft stores and even a premium
outlet center (ugh). Finally, whether you
are scientifically inclined or artistic (or
both), the Corning Glass Museum is an
outstanding place to spend a rainy day.
This region also has a unique history. It
was the home to several of the Native
American Iroquois tribes with two
reservations, the Onondaga and Seneca
Nations, operating just outside the region.
The Seneca Nation, in particular, is a
vibrant community. Also, the women’s
rights movement originated in Seneca
Falls, where Susan B. Anthony and
Elizabeth Cady Stanton resided, and the
first Women’s Rights Convention was held
in 1848. The National Women’s Hall of
Fame in Seneca Falls honors the
accomplishments of American women
throughout history. I thought as I left the
area that for such a mellow place, the
people there were certainly not pushovers
but were strongly independent and proud.
Mellow but firm.
Certainly, for rest and relaxation, few
areas have so much to offer! I strongly
recommend it for its unique blend of
recreational, cultural and, of course, winetasting opportunities. Bon appetit!

‘Explore Your Inner Winter Hiker’ Series

Pawtuckaway
(SUBMITTED BY ANDY WOJCIKOWSKI)

Mt Percival
(SUBMITTED BY DOUG McMASTERS)

Mt Lafayette

Graduation Weekend

Debi Garlick on snowshoes
Arethusa Falls

The ‘Explore your Inner Winter Hiker’ hiking series
began with a workshop in late Fall and concluded in
March. There were 181 participants on 20 hikes.
Graduation Weekend was held in the White
Mountains to celebrate the ending of the 2012-2013
Winter Hiking Series. For many participants, this was
their first time summiting a 4000-footer in the
wintertime!
Thanks to Debi Garlick for putting together this
wonderful series of hikes!

Photos From Winter Hiking Series

Mt Willard Snowshoe

(SUBMITTED BY GRACE FERRANTE)

Cannon Mountain
(SUBMITTED BY DENISE GUILLEMETTE)

Swift River Hike
(SUBMITTED BY MARCUS AINSWORTH)

Arethusa Falls

Wachusett Mountain

Mt Willard

Mt Tom
(PHOTO: ANDY WOJCIKOWSKI)

Mt Monadnock

Arethusa Falls

Quabbin

Mt Willard
Mt Lafayette (PHOTO KEITH MALONE)

Welch-Dickey

Welch-Dickey

Welch-Dickey

Swift River (PHOTO ANDY WOJCIKOWSKI)
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The AMC Worcester chapter invites you to participate in a logo
competition that that best fits its spirit of 4-season
outdoorsmanship and irrepressible fun. The winning design will
become the property of the AMC Worcester Chapter and will be used
on shirts, water bottles, caps, bandannas.
DETAILS & REQUIREMENTS:
The logo should:
•
•
•
•

include the words ‘AMC Worcester ‘
be clearly readable and look the same scaled up or down
without losing detail
be original and should not seem too similar to existing logos
not rely on more than two (2) colors. It should also look good
if reproduced in a single color

ENTRANTS:
The competition is open to all AMC members, family and friends.
Multiple submissions are allowed. Each entry must include full
name, address and contact details.
The contest will run through this summer, final date has not been
determined yet.
All entries should be scanned and sent via e-mail
swhalen11@yahoo.com or contact this email to arrange mailing.

to

Editor, Nancy Cahn. All newsletter submissions should be sent to njcahn@charter.net. We
reserve the right to edit for length and content. All contributions are welcome. Summer
deadline June 15th.

